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PREFACE 

Scientific Objectivity-this has been my guiding 
star in the writing of this book. I have taken it 
as my business to describe impartially the major 
social changes going on in Russia during my so
journ there in the latter half of 1917, and leave it 
to others or to time itself to judge them. The 
few opinions I express have not been allowed to 
color my narrative. 

No doubt my account will seem drab to a pub
lic that has become accustomed to the iridiscent 
stories of revolutionary Russia that have been ap
pearing in our periodicals. Unfortunately for my 
readers I conceive it my duty to present the typi
cal rather than the bizarre. I could easily have 
unreeled a film of astonishing and sensational 
happenings, such as present themselves in trou
blous times, which would leave the reader with 
the impression that the Russians are fools or 
madmen. It happens, however, that I found the 
Russi.ans behaving much as I should were ·I in 
their place and furnished with their experience. 

The reader may be disappointed that I have 
not discussed the effect of the Revolution upon 
Russia's attitude toward the belligerent nations 
nor the question of Russia's future relation to the 
war. On these momentous topics I have remained 
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viii PREFACE 

silent for the simple reason that I have nothing 
authoritative to offer. 

In the transliteration of certain Russian words 
and proper names used in the text I have ventured 
to depart from current usage in order to approach 
as closely as possible the Russian pronunciation. 
Further to safeguard against mispronunciation I 
have placed an accent mark over the vowel of the 
syllable upon which the accent should fall. 

I wish to acknowledge my debt to the American 
Institute of Social Service, at the instance of 
which I went to Russia to examine and report upon 
the prospects of practical social progress there. 
I am indebted to my colleague, Doctor Selig Perl
man, lecturer on Russian Economic and Social 
Development, for valuable aid on several matters, 

. particularly on the subject of Revolutionary 
Movements and Parties. 

I have also to thank my travel-comrade, Mr. 
M. 0. Williams and his journal, The Christian 
Herald, for permission to use certain of his photo
graphs after the bulk of my own had met with 
disaster. 

Madison, Wisconsin 
:May, 1918 

Enw ABD ALsVl.ORTH Ross 
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THE ROOTS 
OF THE WAR 

By WILLIAM STEARNS DAVIS 
Ia Collaboration with William Andenon and Muon W. Tyler 

· This book undertakes to outline the circumstances that made possible 
Germany's inconceivably daring attempt to achieve at one, or, at most, 
two or three ruthless and gigantic strokes of the sword, the establishment 
of a world empire, an Empire of Teutonia, indescribably vaster, richer, 
more univer.sal than that of imperial Rome. 

President Wilson, himself a historian1 has said: "You can explain 
most wars very simply, but the explanation of this war is not so simple. 
Its roots run deep into all the obscure soils of history." 

It is to discover some of these roots and their fateful growths that 
this book was written. It covers especially the period from 1870 to 1914, 
with background references of course to preceding European history. . 

The authors say in their preface : "By general consent the period of 
history which ended in 1914 saw its beginning in 1870 when the Prussian 
militarists won their original triumph over France, thereby establishing 

. a precedent for the use of armed force as a wise supplement to flagging 
diplomacy, a precedent that was to be applied with incalculable effect upon 
a much greater field of action forty-four years later. During this interval 
a great many national and international forces were acting simultaneously 
which all together helped, to produce the climax of Armageddon." 

12mo, 400 pages, 6 maps 
Price $1.50 
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FLASHES FROM 
THE FRONT 

By CHARLES H. GRAS1Y 
With a Foreword by General John J. Perahiq 

"The history of this war cannot be written without the perspective 
which time alone can give," says General John]. Pershing in his foreword. 
"In the meanwhile such chronicles as the author (Mr. Grasty) has pre
sented supply the public with current information and preserve a useful 
record for the historian. The exceptional opportunities of observation 
enjoyed by the author will make this volume one of the best among 
contemporary publications on the war." ' 

Mr. Grasty is a war correspondent of the New York Times traveling 
with orders to go wherever there are big things to. see, study and write 
about. "The exceptional opportunities of observation" spoken of by 
General Pershing are founded on the international prestige of his paper, 
the machinery for facilitating the seeing and reporting put at his disposal 
by its regular correspondents in Europe wherever he went, and Mr. 
Grasty's own special equipment for seeing and studying the great figures 
and events of the war. 

"Flashes From the Front" is made up of his maturest opinions on 
men and things of the war, and they are presented with an accuracy, charm 
and fullness not possible for the usual newspaper correspondence. The
book is a series of brilliant ·sidelights on the war, illuminating now an 
outstanding figure amonii the Allies

1 
now a section of trench-life, now a 

matter of diplomacy or mternationat politics, etc. 
"Flashes From the Front" is the cream of the material gathered in 

Europe by one of the greatest war correspondents from this side of tho 
Atlantic. 

Octavo, 350 page1 
Jllustratetl with photographs, and with drawing• 

by Muirhead Bone, one ol the official 
artists lor the British Government 

Price $2.00 
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DONALD. THOMPSON 
IN RUSSIA 

. By DONALD THOMPSON 

This book constitutes an amazing, contemporary, eye-witness record 
of Russia in revolution by an American who had to be in the midst of 
the cataclysm and who was interested only in seeing the facts. 

Donald Thompson went to Russia to photograph the revolution. 
"Shoot the revolution" is the phrase, for he made thousands of feet of 
moving-picture films, You cannot imagine pic\ures, or get . them from 
some person who heard from a friend that so-and-so bad happened; you 
have to be on the spot in the midst of things to get photos and "footage." 

Donald' Thompson was in the midst of the Russian' revolution. He 
went everywhere, favored by luck, supported by a camera experience on 
every front in Europe that is without parallel. E. Alexander Powell, the 
famous newspaper correspondent, says in his book, "Fighting in Flanders" : 
"Of all the band of adventurous characters who were drawn to the Con-

. tinent in the outbreak of war as iron filings are attracted by a magnet, I 
doubt if there was a more picturesque character than a little photographer 
from Kansas named Donald Thompson. • . , He not only saw war, all 
military prohibitions to. the contrary, but he actually photographed it." 

When Mr. Thompson started for Russia, to fall into the biggest story 
he had ever dreamed of, he began writing newsy, vivid letters to his wife. 
As he penetrated more deeply into the thrilling events in Russia, he found 
himself telling the story of the Russian revolution, in detai~ as he saw it, 
as it happened. '-

Bvo, 300 pages, 64 illultrationa from piaotograph1 
Price$2.00 
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